ARTSCANU ATTAWAPISKAT
OUR FIRST WORKSHOP FOR 2019!
ArtsCan Circle is kicking off the year with a return workshop to Attawapiskat from February 4th - 8th. It's a big
one! We were successful in our ArtsCan U Attawapiskat grant from TD MusiCounts which will help us send 6 x
88 Weighted-Key Digital Pianos, 3 x MacBook Pro Laptops with digital interfaces, 6 x acoustic guitars with
cases, earphones & microphones to the school.
Encouraging and further developing the piano culture of the youth, ArtsCan Circle is sending two Toronto
Symphony Orchestra pianists Deborah Hui and Terri Yu. Both women will teach the youth classical and
contemporary piano.
Lee Pham returns on his third trip to Attawapiskat. He has built fantastic bonds with the youth. Lee will continue
his break dancing workshops, documenting the instrument donation and the learning experience. ArtsCan Circle
is excited about the ongoing collaboration with Attawapiskat for the creative art workshops with the youth.

LEE PHAM
Lee “Lethal” Pham is an Artist and Producer. Known in the b-boy community
as "Lethal", he is a fifth generation member of world-renowned b-boy crew the SuperNaturalz. He is also part of Toronto-based contemporary collective
- The Chimera Project. He has proudly represented Canada on television and
stages across the world as a performer, judge and choreographer. He
passionately teaches breakin' & is determined to positively engage
communities at a global level. As an entrepreneur he is an accomplished
Producer who works in the film, event, & entertainment industry.

DEBORAH HUI
A native of Vancouver, BC, Deborah Hui enjoys a multi-faceted career as a
performer & teacher. As a chamber musician, she has performed at the
Tuscia Opera Festival, Toronto Latin American Flute Festival, Colorado
College & Marrowstone Summer Festivals, & Vancouver International Song
Institute. As a teacher, Deborah aims to widen the musical horizons &
technical capabilities of her students, teaching classical and pop styles. She
runs a private studio, working with students ages 5-19. Deborah was a vocal
coach at the Interlochen Arts Camp, guest lecturer at Colorado State
University & teaching assistant at the University of Colorado Boulder. She
holds degrees from the University of British Columbia, Baylor University &
recently completed her DMA in Collaborative Piano at the University of
Colorado Boulder.

TERRI YU
Terri started her teaching career while she was an undergrad student in the
management program at the University of Toronto. Graduating with a finance
degree & later received the ARCT performance diploma from RCM. She
received the ARCT Performer's diploma in 2008 and graduated as a finance
major with a B.B.A. degree in 2011. Currently, She maintains a private studio
of 40+ students and has been enjoying her work ever since. She also
continues to grow as a musician and piano teacher by attending workshops
and seminars. Recently, she was granted elementary specialist in piano
through the RCM program.

